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Abstract 

In part 1 the effect of nuclear core dynamics on the binding energies of A hy-
pernuclei is discussed in the framework of variational correlated wave functions. 
In particular, we discuss a new rearrangement energy contribution and its ef
fect on the core polarization. In part 2 we consider the interpretation of the 
A single-particle energy in terms of basic A-nuclear interactions using a local 
density approximation based on a Fermi hypernetted chain calculation of the 
A binding to nuclear matter. To account for the data strongly repulsive 3-body 
ANN forces are required. Also in this framework we discuss core polarization 
for medium and heavier hypernuclei. 

1. Nuclear Core D y n a m i c s and Rearrangement Energy 

1.1. Introduction 

To introduce the problem we consider the simple and very old effective-interaction 
mode l 1 ' 2 , 3 of the binding of a A to its core nucleus (consisting of A-l nucleons) to 
make a hypernucleus (HN) of baryon number A. To be specific we focus on the 
hypernucleus \He = 4He + A for which the experimental A-separation energy is 3.12 
MeV. For simplicity, in Part 1 we consider mostly a central 2-body AN potential 
VAN with a repulsive core, although for a realistic description 3-body AiViV forces 
are required. From VAN one may obtain an effective interaction VAN which is smooth 
and (approximately) takes account of AN correlations (mostly due to the repulsive 
core). VAN c a n be obtained in various ways. Thus VAN = *AJV where tAN is some 
appropriate reaction matrix, or more appropriately for a variational approach we can 
use 

V\N = fAN V, K1 

AN 4*4 AW 
-VHnf, AN 

where JJ,AN is the AN reduced mass and /AJV is an appropriate correlation function, 
obtained, e.g. from a nuclear matter calculation 2. The second term, the so-called 
induced kinetic energy arises from the action of the K.E. operator on /AJV which 
depends on the nuclear coordinates. The A-core nucleus potential is then obtained 
from 
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VAc(r) = JvAN(\x-f\)pc{r;R)d3x, (2) 

where pc is the core density which is obtained from the core wave function ^f. For 
brevity we represent this dependence on \? through a generic variational parameter R 
which emphasizes the importance of the core radius. The resulting single-particle A 
energy eA(R) is then obtained from the A-core Schrodinger equation for the potential 
VAc. If distortion of the core by the A is neglected, and if the isolated core corresponds 
to the value R0, then the A separation energy is given by 

BA = -eA{R0). (3) 
Thus the single-particle energy eA(R) gives the A binding for a fixed core of radius 
R; eA is expected to decrease slowly and smoothly as R decreases. 

To include the response of the core to the A (core polarization) we write, plausibly, 
for the total energy of the HAT, 

AE(R) = eA(R) +A~l E{R) (4) 
where 

A~IE{R) = mHNm/{*m (5) 
is energy of the core whose Hamiltonian is H^. The minimum Em of A~lE(R) at R0 

corresponds to the ground state of the isolated core nucleus. In the presence of the 
A this minimum is shifted to A~1E{RA) > A~1E(R0), where RA represents the core 
polarized by the A. Since e'A = deA/dR > 0, the HN energy will decrease as the core 
contracts and thus AR = RA — R0 < 0; physically: the A drives the core to a smaller 
size. Thus with a quadratic approximation for A~1E: 

A~lE{R) ~ A~lE(R0) + \C{R - R0f (6) 
one obtains 

AR = RA-R0--e'A{R0)/C (7) 

AE = ^ " ^ ( H A ) - A-lE{R0) ~ i [e'A(# 0)] 2 /C (8) 
where AE is the core polarization energy. C is a measure of the nuclear response 
(and for a heavy nucleus is related to the incompressibility constant K through C ~ 
2AK/R2

0). The A separation energy is then 

- BA = AE(RA) - A " 1 £ ( i ? 0 ) = e A - AE < eA . (9) 
Thus BA increases by AE as a result of core polarization. Estimates for AHe give 
AE ~ 0.1 MeV, AR ~ -0.05 fm. We will show that this intuitive approach to the 
polarization energy is essentially correct in the absence of AN correlations, i.e. if 
VAN — VAN- However, with correlations there is a rearrangement-energy contribution 
ER involving the core Hamiltonian H^, and which depends on the AiV correlations 



and on the difference between # and the exact isolated core wave function $N. The 
presence of ER leads to qualitative changes in the core polarization mechanism. 

1.2. A Separation Energy and Rearrangement Energy 

We shall now sketch a rigorous treatment, in a variational context, of the effect 
of the core dynamics on BA. The total Hamiltonian of the HN is 

H = HA + HN (10) 
where 

HA = TA+f^VANi (11) 
i = i 

is the A Hamiltonian in an obvious notation. The nuclear Hamiltonian is 

HN = TN + VN (12) 

A - l 

T^-X^.^-E^v,. (13) 
i=l i<j 

The variational wave function is of the Jastrow type 

$& = F * (14) 

A - l 
F = Y[ fANi, f\Ni = IAN (\XA -Xi\) , (15) 

i-l 

where we ignore spin dependent and other correlations which are inessential for the 
present discussion. \£ is the core-nucleus wave function which we do not need to 
specify further at this point. For the exact (ground state) core wave function $jv and 
the exact ground state energy EN we have 

HN$N = EN$N . (16) 
The total HN energy is 

£E[V] = {FV\HA + (TN + VN)\F*)/(FV\FV), (17) 
where [*&] emphasizes the functional dependence on the core wave function. Now 
TNF ^ FTM because fAN has a dependence on the nuclear coordinate. Then by 
partial integrations 

(FV\TN\FV) = {F^IT^IF^) + {F2q\TN\V). (18) 
<A) i c Here T^> is an "induced" (by the A) nucleon kinetic energy due to the AN correla

tions. 

£E = eA + (F2y\HNm/(FV\Fy), (19) 
where 



e A = (F^\HA + T(

N

A)\F^)/(F^\F^) (20) 
is an exact expression (for a wave function of the form of Eq. (14)) for the effective 
single-particle A energy considered in the introduction. (In the lowest order of the 
cluster expansion one obtains Eq. (1)). We write 

* = $ N + <5$JV • (21) 

Thus <5<&JV is the difference between # and the exact core wave function. After some 
manipulations which make use of Eq. (16) we obtain 

iE = eA+ ^ E + ER (22) 
where 

A'lE = {V\HN\V)/{V\V) (23) 
is the core energy corresponding to \&. The rearrangement energy ER is 

ER = {F2$N\(HN-EN)\8<S>N)/{Fy\Fy) + (FH$N\{HN-EN)\6<f>N}/(Fy\Fy) 
- {6$N\(HN-EN)\6$N))/(V\V) (24) 

In the second expression, the first two terms in Eq. (25) have been combined. Thus 
the exact expression Eq. (22) for AE differs from Eq. (4) by the additional term ER. 

It is convenient to define an effective single-particle EA with respect to the core 
energy for a core wave function *&: 

EA[V] = £E[V] - A-tEl*] = eA + ER. (25) 
The total HN and the A separation energies are then (the \t dependence is from now 
on implicit) 

iE = EA+ A~XE (26) 
-BA = AE-EN = EA + AEN>EA (27) 

- eA+(F2V\(HN-EN)\6$N}/(F*\FV), (28) 

where 

AEN = A~lEm - EN . (29) 

is the core polarization energy (for \P). The separation energy BA with respect to the 
variational minimum 

Em = {*m\HN\Vm)/(*m\Vm) > EN (30) 
is 

BA = BA + (Em - EN) > BA (31) 

thus trivially BA < BA. 



If we compare Eq. (22) with Eq. (4) we see from the discussion following the 
latter, that the driving effect of the A in distorting the core is in fact measured 
by E'A — e'A + E'R where ' denotes differentiation with respect to the appropriate 
variational parameter (denoted generically by R in the introduction) at the core wave 
function optimum. 

We summarize some general properties of ER obtained from Eq. (24). Numerical 
results will be discussed in Section 1.3. 

1. ER ~ 0 if F = 4>^{r) corresponds to a single-particle A-core wave function, 
where r*is the A coordinate with respect to the center-of-mass of the core. Thus 
if there are no AN correlations and if the core is held fixed, then as can be seen 
from Eq. (24) by integrating over x\ one obtains ER = 0. Recoil of the core 
nucleus could give some small value for ER. A single-particle approximation 
for the A, represented by 4>\, thus brings us back - not surprisingly - to the 
situation represented by Eq. (4) and discussed in 1.1. 

2. ER = 0 if <5$JV = 0, i.e. if ^ = $N is the exact ground-state wave function of 
the core. This is obvious from Eq. (24). 

3. Equation (24) shows that for "small" 6$jv one expects ER OC 6§N. Thus we 
expect ER to change sign as <5<I?JV changes sign. 

4. Even with both AN correlations and 6§N ¥" 0 o n e c a n have ER = 0 for some 
particular value of <5<&N because of the nonlinear terms in ER. 

5. For infinite (translationally invariant) nuclear matter, it is straightforward to 
show that ER = 0. This arises because the A does not cause any change in the 
nucleonic part of the wave function. 

Thus in general ER ^ 0 only if there are AN correlations (F ^ 0A) and if <5<£jv ^ 0. 
We can have <5$yv ^ 0, and therefore ER ^ 0 with a correlated F, either if the 
optimum core wave function \I> is in error and/or if some external agency, such as the 
A distorts the core wave function from its exact ground-state value §N. This latter 
change is just core polarization by the A and will be illustrated by our numerical 
results. Also property 5 implies that because ER = 0 for nuclear matter, ER is 
expected to become relatively less important for large A and thus that the finite 
nuclear size is an essential ingredient for ER ^ 0. 

1.3. Numerical Studies for \He 

We have studied and illustrated our general considerations by calculations for \He. 
For our NN potential, we mostly used a Mafliet-Tjon (M-T) central spin-independent 
potential4 which we used extensively in earlier work5. We also made calculations for 
the central and spin-independent Afnan-Tang (A-T)S3 NN potential 6 which gives 
a somewhat better value for the 4He energy and radius. We use a central spin-
independent AN potential V(r) with a repulsive core Vc and a two-pion attractive 
part V̂TT = —V0T% where Tw is the OPE tensor shape factor (Refs. 5,7). For most of 
our (illustrative) calculations we used V0 = 6.2 MeV which gives agreement with the 
AN scattering. For the core wave function (appropriate for a central spin-independent 
VNN) we use a Jastrow function 



*=n/w r «)- (32) 
For a more realistic VNN the appropriate correlation operators must be included. The 
variational HN wave function is then given by Eq. (14) with F given by Eq. (15). 
The specific variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method as applied to the s-shell HN is 
described in detail in Ref. [5]. The correlation functions fNN and fAN each depend 
on a number of variational parameters (through effective potentials in Schrodinger-
type equations for the / s ) . We concentrate on the two most significant parameters 
(for central VNN)- These are KJV, «A and SN,SA respectively for fNN, fAN. Here K"1 

is a length parameter determining the asymptotic behavior of / ( ~ e~K r) and s is 
a potential strength parameter multiplying the attractive part of VNN, VAN in the 
effective Schrodinger equation for / . Since our emphasis is on the core wave function 
we focus mostly on KN, SN- Optimization with respect to KA, SA is implied. 

Our variational results (VMC) for 4He give 4E = -31.40 ± .03 MeV (M-T) and 
-27.30 ± .03 MeV (A-T). This is to be compared with the exact Green function MC 
(GFMC) results3: -31.36 ± .01 MeV (M-T) and -27.35 ± .01 MeV (A-T). Within 
errors our VMC results agree with the GFMC results indicating that our VMC wave 
function is quite close to the exact wave function: \& ~ 3>N for both M-T and A-T 
potentials. 

For AHe a "brute force" VMC calculation of BA requires calculation of the min
imum of AE by optimization with respect to the parameters of both /AJV and fNN-
Then — BA — AEmin — 4Emin where 4Emin are the above VMC values. 

The VMC values of VA are 7.05 ± .05 MeV (M-T) and 6.70 ± .05 MeV (A-
T). The GFMC value (only for M-T) is 7.20 ± .015 MeV. We note the expected 
overbinding obtained for AiV and NN potentials, implying the need for repulsive 
ANN forces (Refs. 5,9). The smaller BA obtained for the A-T potential we attribute 
to the somewhat larger 4He size obtained with this potential. 

We now discuss the dependence of our results on KN and SN', for each set of values 
we have optimized with respect to KA,SA. We show the energies: 4E (Eq. (23)), 
eA (Eq. (20)), EA = \E -4E,ER = EA- eA; \E is obtained from Eq. (17) as just 
discussed. 

Figure 1 for the M-T potential shows the dependence on KN for s^ — 1 (increasing 
KN corresponds to decreasing core size). We see a nice confirmation of the general 
properties discussed previously. 4E has the expected quadratic dependence near 
the minimum (-31.4 MeV) which occurs at KN — 0.323 fm - 1 . At the minimum: 
eA = EA = —BA and thus ER = 0, providing confirmation of the goodness of our 
variational core wave function: \f ~ §N- As expected eA decreases slowly with KN, 
i.e. with contraction of the core, and e'A > 0. However, ER increases with K^ and at 
a rate \E'R\ > \e'A\ such that EA — ER + eA also increases with KN. Since it is EA 

which drives the core, this has the unexpected result that the core for the HN has 
expanded relative to the isolated core - contrary to the intuitive consideration of the 
introduction. Thus, the optimum BA — 7.05 MeV for the HN occurs at K^ — 0.30 
f m - 1 corresponding to a larger core size than for the isolated core. The increase of BA 

from its value at the core optimum is ABA — 7.05-6.70 ~ 0.35 MeV which is just the 
core polarization energy AEN and is quite small. The results for the A-T potential, 
not shown, are quite similar with a polarization energy AEN = 0.4 MeV. The values 
of ER for the optimum BA are -0.75 MeV (M-T) and -1.0 MeV (A-T). 

Our results clearly exhibit the dynamics of core polarization which because of 
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Figure 1: Core and hypernuclear energies for the M 
tional parameter KN for SN = 1. 

T potential vs. the core varia-

the presence of ER is qualitatively different from the intuitive picture considered in 
the introduction where the core-polarization driving force is only the single-particle 
energy e\. Although complete and reliable calculations for realistic VNN a r e required, 
we do not expect the core polarization energy AEN to be very different, at least 
in order of magnitude, from the value ~ 0.4 MeV obtained for the M-T and A-T 
potentials. This has very recently been confirmed by Murali and Usmani 1 2. They 
obtain AEN ~ 0.2-0.6 MeV depending on VNN- Calculations which give much larger 
values for AEN would have to be considered suspect. 

The linear change of ER, or equivalently of E\ — CA about the optimum core wave 
function, with ER = 0 at this optimum, suggests an intriguing use of the HN as a 
probe of the core wave function - in this case improving the accuracy of the optimum 
\l>. Thus, calculation of E\ and €\ for a few (2-3) value of each significant variational 
parameter could significantly improve the accuracy of the optimum values of these 
parameters by identifying the point 6 A = E\. 

The dynamics of core polarization just discussed illustrates how a distortion of 
the core from its exact wave function <&N is associated with a non-zero value of ER. 
To discuss the effects of an error in the variational core wave function (\&m ¥" ®N), 
we have simulated such an error by "detuning" our optimum W by changing one of 
the parameters KN, SN from its optimum and then calculating the various energies 
as a function of the other parameter. Figure 2 shows the case where SN is varied 
with fixed KN = 0.39 f m - 1 (optimum at 0.234 fm - 1 ) . The minimum of *E is now 
Em = -30.45 MeV at sN = 0.9. Now ER = 0 for sN = 0.75 with eA = EA = -6 .7 
MeV but with 6®N ^ Oas a consequence of the nonlinear terms. However, there 
is now no intersection of c\ and JBA (the A separation energy with respect to Em.) 
The point ER = 0 is quite far from Em and there is no meaningful core response at 
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ER = 0. In this case BA — 6.2 MeV is well below the absolute minimum of 7.05 MeV 
and BA — 5.3 MeV (Eq. (31)) is even smaller. The plot of BA vs. sN also shows that 
even quite small errors in the optimum SJV(= 0.9) can lead to quite large errors in 
BA. This mostly reflects the effect of the core energy AE which depends strongly on 
sN. 

Figure 3 shows results vs. K^ when the core wave function is "detuned" to s^ = 
1.2 from its optimum sN = 1. Although Em = -29.05 MeV, at KN ~ .265 far1, is 
now 2.3 MeV greater than EN — -31.4 MeV, the overall picture strongly resembles 
that of Fig. 1 for the optimum # . The point EA = eA occurs close to Em but now 
for 8$N f 0. For ER = 0: e A = EA = -6.65 MeV. The minimum of BA = 7.0 MeV is 
again shifted to smaller K^ (larger core) and is quite close to the optimum BA; the 
core polarization dynamics is quite similar to that of Fig. 1. 

In all the cases we considered for the M-T potential: ER = 0 occurs for EA — eA ~ 
-(6.65-6.70) MeV. Furthermore, ER = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the rather 
slowly varying quantities eA and EA which are less subject to appreciable statistical 
errors than A~lE and BA. 

For a more realistic VNN the optimum ^ could still differ appreciably from $w 
because of structural inadequacies which could lead to errors even for the optimum 
^ . Perhaps as, or more important, could be statistical errors in the optimum ty. Our 
results suggest that for such more complicated wave functions, it may be better to use 
a less direct procedure based on EA and e A rather than a "brute-force" optimization 
of^E. 

' Very recently calculations for more realistic NN potentials have been made Ref. 
[10]: for l70 and Ref. [11] for \He both for Argonne v6 + U7. Reference [12] is 
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for A # e with Argonne vl4 + U7/U8 (Ref. 13) and Argonne v6 + U7/U8. Here v6 
is a truncated version of Argonne vl4 which ignores the (last 8) L2 and LS terms 
in the full Argonne vl4 potential and where U7 and U8 are different 3-body NNN 
potentials. For %He, a calculation1 2 with Argonne v6 + U8 and with the same VAN 
as used in this paper (but with V0 = 6.16 MeV in F 2 7 r) gives BA = 5.8 MeV, ER ~ 
0.6 MeV, AE ~ 0.2 MeV. These values are quite close to those found in the present 
paper for the much simpler M-T and A-T potentials. With a realistic VJVJV which 
includes L2 and LS terms there will be induced terms arising from these momentum 
dependent terms, in addition to the induced kinetic energy of Eq. (19). Thus with 
Argonne vl4 + U8, Murali and Usmani 1 2, and for the same VAN just quoted, obtain 
BA - 5.2 MeV, ER ~ 1.9 MeV, AEN ~ 0.6 MeV, thus giving a significantly smaller 
BA and a significantly larger ER than without the momentum dependent terms. 

2. A Single Particle Energies 

2.1. Introduction 

In this part, we consider the A single-particle (s.p.) energies obtained from the 
7r+ + AZ —>• K+ + \Z reaction for a wide range of HN with baryon numbers A < 81 
and for orbital angular momenta £A < 4 1 4 , and in particular their interpretation 
in terms of the basic A-nuclear interactions. These generate a A-nucleus potential 
which roughly follows the density distribution pc(r) of the core nucleus, with an 
approximately constant value DA in the interior. This well depth DA is then identified 
with the A binding in nuclear matter at normal nuclear density p0. Then the A 



separation energy is £?A ~ DA - T\ where the A kinetic energy TA ~ A~2/3. Figure 4 
shows the experimental BA vs. A~2/z, in particular the s.p. energies. Extrapolation to 
A —> oo, i.e. A~2/z —• 0, in particular for the 5A (i.e. £A = 0) states give DA ^ 30 ± 3 
MeV, a value which has been known for a long time. 

For the heavier hypernuclei adequate variational techniques are in general not yet 
feasible. We therefore use the local density approximation whose central element is 
the Fermi hypernetted chain (FHNC) calculation of the A binding to nuclear matter 
D(p, k\) as a function of the nuclear matter density p and of the A momentum k\, 
with the identification D A = D(pk,bA = 0). The depth D(p,kA) is then used to 
generate a A core-nucleus potential UA(r) and an effective mass mA(r) which are 
used in a Schodinger equation for the A-nucleus wave function to calculate 5A-

Previous calculations of the single-particle BA have used various approaches. Clos
est to ours is that of Millener etal.15 who in addition to a purely phenomenological 
analysis also considered a local density approximation but one based on a purely 
phenomenological zero-range Skyrme force. Other approaches use a self-consistent 
Hartree-Fock approach and a relativistic mean-field theory approach. 
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Figure 4: The experimental B& are shown with errors. The curves depict calculated 
J3A- The solid curve is for two interactions with both dispersive and 2TT ANN poten
tials {VQ = 6.16 MeV, W = 0.01 MeV, Cp = 2 MeV, e = 0.34 and V0 = 6.2 MeV, W 
= 0.013 MeV, Cv = 2 MeV, e = 0.32). The dashed curve is for a purely dispersive 
ANN potential (V0 = 6.2 MeV, W = 0.016 MeV, Cp = 0, e = 0.32). 

2.2. A-Nuclear Interactions 

Our interactions are in large part phenomenological but are generally consistent 



with an suggested by meson-exchange models, and are such that they can be used in 
few- and many-body calculations. 

AiV potential. Since the A has isospin 1 = 0 there is no (strong) AA-zr vertex, 
and hence no OPE potential. However, isospin allows a AE-7r vertex. Since the S 
is only about 80 MeV heavier than the A, the two-pion-exchange (TPE) potential is 
a dominant part of the AN potential being in turn dominated by the strong tensor 
OPE component acting twice. There will also be K, K* exchange potentials which 
will, in particular, contribute to the space-exchange and the AiV tensor potentials. 
The latter is of quite short range because there is no long range OPE and furthermore 
is also quite weak because K and K* tensor contributions are of opposite sign 1 6. Also 
there will be short-range contributions from OJ, quark-gluon exchange, etc. which we 
represent with a short-range Saxon-Wood repulsive potential which we take to be the 
same as for the NN potential7. 

We then use an Urbana-type central potential5 with space exchange and a TPE 
attractive tail which is consistent with Ap scattering. This has been discussed in 
section 1.3. However, we now also include a space exchange component: 

VAN(r) = V(r) + VX, Vx = -eV(r)(l - Px), (33) 
where Px is the AiV space exchange operator; Vx is the space-exchange potential 
with e its strength relative to the direct potential V(r). The strength of V^ which is 
consistent with Ap scattering is Vo = 6.15 ±0.05 MeV. The space-exchange parameter 
is quite poorly determined from the Ap forward-backward asymmetry: e ~ 0.1-0.38. 
For our fits to the s.p. data we take e to be a free parameter, e determines the 
odd-state potential, in particular the p-state potential to be Vp = (1 — 2e)V(r). 

With only a AiV potential fitted to Ap scattering, and even with rather large space 
exchange, the HN for A > 5 are strongly overbound relative to the experimental 
values. Furthermore, our results for the s.p. data show that these do not permit a fit 
with a AiV potential alone even if the requirement that this fit the scattering data is 
dispersed with. This overbinding implies that many-body effects are very large. 
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Figure 5: Diagrams for dispersive and TPE ANN potentials. 

AiViV potentials. Many-body effects can arise for a central VAN through changes 
in the AiV correlation function #AJV due to the presence of other nucleons. However, 
for our potentials such effects are quite small in the absence of ANN forces. Related 
effects are modifications (suppression) by other nucleons of an effective interaction 
due to e.g. a tensor force which must act at least twice. Such tensor-force suppression 



of the AW force is a very important contributor to nuclear saturation. However a 
AAr tensor force is suppressed much less because of its short range and weakness. 
For the TPE A AT potential V^ a closely related suppression effect arises from the 
modifications of the propagation of the intermediate S or N by other nucleons (Fig. 5). 
We represent such suppression effects by a phenomenological (repulsive) "dispersive" 
ANN potential of the form 

VfNN = WTZ(rlA)T'(r2A), (34) 
where riA are the A-nucleon separations. The other type of three-body ANN force 
(Fig. 5) arises from TPE, appropriate to a p-wave pion interaction of the A with two 
nucleons (1 and 2), and has the form 1 7 

V A W = -(C P /6)(f! • f 2){[(a 1 • aA)Y(r1A) + S1AT(r1A)], [(a2 • aA)Y(r2A) + S2T(r2A)}} 
(35) 

where {A,B} = AB + BA,Y(x) = exp(-z)( l -exp(-cr 2 ) /x and T(x) is OPE tensor 
potential shape with a cut off. Sy is the tensor operator for particles i, j and <7j and 
Ti are the spin and isospin Pauli operators for particle i. Theoretical estimates give 
Cp « 1-2 MeV 1 7. Thus our ANN potential is VANN — VA

D

NN + Vjffiw and involves the 
two strengths W and Cp. 

For our earlier calculations of the s-shell HN: \H, AH and AHe (both J = 0 
and 1), and \He we used a M-T 5 central NN potential. The calculations included 
AN, NN and ANN correlations: fAN, JNN, IANN = /AW/AJVJV- The most pertinent 
result for our present work is that VA^N alone gives at best only a small repulsive 
contribution. Consequently a strongly repulsive ANN dispersive potential VANN is 
required if AHe is appreciably overbound. This is because the ANN correlations 
/ANN reduce the contribution of VA^N from one which is appreciably repulsive to one 
which is only slightly repulsive or even attractive, whereas the effect of correlations 
on the repulsive contribution of VANN is much less. For our calculations of the s.p. 
energies we have considered a AN potential only and several families of AN + ANN 
potentials of the type discused above, some of which in particular are constrained to 
give the experimental value of BA(AHe). 

2.3. Calculation of the s.p. Energies 

The s.p. energies BA are obtained from a Schodinger equation with a A-nucleus 
potential UA and an effective mass mA which are obtained in the local density approx
imation using the FHNC method 5 , 1 8 . This is used to calculate the A binding D(p, kA) 
for nuclear matter of density p and for a A momentum of kA. The FHNC method 
is based on a variational wave function of the form of Eq. (14) where \& = $ A _ 1 

(with A —»• oo) is now the uncorrelated Fermi gas wave function for nuclear matter 
of density p. The correlation factor F now includes both AA" and ANN correlations. 
Details of the correlation factors /AJV, /AW and /ANN as well as of the calculational 
method are given in Ref. [5]. The effective mass m*A(p) is obtained from the quadratic 
term in kA in D(p, kA). We also allow approximately for a "fringing field" (FF) due 
to the finite range of the AAT and ANN potentials by a folding procedure. For a 
zero-range VAJV, i.e. without a FF, one has UA(r) = D(pc(r),kA = 0). The densities 
pc are obtained from the electron-scattering data. The effective mass as a function of 



r is given by m*A(r) = m*A(pc(r)). Finally, BA is obtained as the lowest eigenvalue of 
the appropriate radial Schrodinger equation for an orbital angular momentum £A. 

We briefly discuss the expressions for D{p) and mA(p) obtained with the FHNC 
method. We define (always for a given density p of nuclear matter) 

D = D(kA = 0) = DAN + DANN, (36) 

where DAN and DANN are the AN and ANN contributions respectively. Further 

DAN = DAN + DAN, (37) 

where DAN is the direct AN contribution and DAN is the exchange AN contribution. 
DAN is proportional to p to a good approximation, reflecting the small dependence of 
/AAT on p. The exchange contribution DAN is proportional to the exchange strength 
e: DAN = eA, where 

^ - J b0p^Fl. (38) 

The form factor F± represents finite-range effects for DAN; b0 is given by 

bo = b{p = 0) = ^J gAdVAN r2d3x, (39) 

where gAd is a correlation factor. The effective mass mA is given by 
_ mA -mA 

x = ^A-l = -?rebp' m 

where b is given by the expression for b0 but with an additional factor Dpikpr) in 
the integrand and such that b0 = b(p = 0). Finite-range effects occur through b and 
are represented by the form factor F2 = b/bo-

Exchange contributes both through DAN, and therefore through the A-nucleus 
potential UA, as well as through mA. For e > 0, DAN is repulsive (odd state potential 
less attractive than even state) and m*A < mA thus giving a larger kinetic energy 
relative to that for mA and therefore also an effective repulsion. -Fi(p), F2(p) are 
form factors which represent finite-range effects of VAN- FI,F2 = 1 for p = 0, or 
equivalently for a zero-range VAN- FI,F2 differ by less than 2% between different 
interactions and together with b0 then determine A = DAN je and x/e. Finite range 
effects (F1,F2 < 1) are much more important for x, i.e. for m*A, than for A: thus 
Fx ^ 0 . 8 2 , ^ ^ 0.5 at pp. 

The ANN contribution to the A binding is 

DANN = t s p 2 F A N N f ( 4 1 ) 

where FAAfN(p) is a form factor such that FANN = 1 for p = 0 or equivalently for 
a zero-range ANN potential. FAJVJV depends on various correlation functions5. The 
maximum variation of FANN for all the interactions we considered is less than a factor 
of two over the range of p considered: 0 < p< 0.25 fm~3. The dominant p variation 



therefore comes from the p2 factor. We also define D0 = D{e = 0) = DAN + DANN, 
with the total A binding D = DQ + DAN. 

2.4- Fits to the s.p. Energies 

In our fits to the s.p. data only the exchange parameter e is varied for a given 
interaction. The well depth is given by DA = D(p0) where p 0 = 0.165 fm~3 is the 
density of normal nuclear matter: DA — BA(A = oo) for all I A- For a satisfactory fit 
to the SA (£A = 0) data, D{p) must satisfy DA = D(p0) fa 30 MeV in order to allow 
a satisfactory fit for large A. On the other hand for a fit for lighter nuclei which have 
relatively more surface, D(p)/p must be larger for p < pQ. This implies a "saturation" 
behavior of D(p) with a maximum at pmax which is not very different from p 0 . These 
features are illustrated in Fig. 6, in particular for an interaction (Vo = 6.16 MeV, 
W = 0.01 MeV, Cp = 2 MeV) with e = 0.32, which gives a satisfactory fit to the 
s.p. energies. The saturation features were previously emphasized by Millener et al.15 

in their analysis of the s.p. energies. To give the empirical differences between the 
BA for different £A requires quite generally that raA « 0.7mA, which in our approach 
requires e fa 0.3-0.35. 

Direct AN potential only. For this e = 0 and thus m A = TOA- As Fig. 6 shows 
D A.V = DAN _ 4 0 0 p M e V for a V A N w h i c h fitg t h e 

s-wave scattering; any nonhnearity 
with p being quite small Thus, DA = DAN(pQ) « 70 MeV. All the s.p. states and in 
particular the s A states are then much too strongly bound, even for quite small A. If 
alternatively the strength Vo were adjusted (without any justification) to give DA ~ 
30 MeV so as to fit the BA for the heaviest HN, then conversely the BA for even 
medium heavy HN would be much too small (and the AN scattering would be very 
much to small). These considerations clearly indicate the need for the "saturation" 
features of D(p) if a fit to BA is to be obtained for both small and large A. Thus a 
direct AN potential cannot fit the s.p. energies. 

AN potential with space exchange. Now DAN = D$N + DAN. To obtain DAN{PO) 
fa 30 MeV requires a large and repulsive exchange contribution DAN fa -30 MeV 
which is obtained for e fa 88. The A binding D(p), shown in Fig. 6, then has a 

35 MeV at pmax fa 0.215 fm 3 . However the large value of e implies a 
correspondingly small value of m A /mA fa 0.48 at po- The results for the s A states are 
then reasonable for large A as expected, but the large A kinetic energy (small raA) 
gives too small S A for smaller A and also much too small BA for the £A > 0 states. In 
fact, no even tolerable fit to the s.p. data can be obtained with a AAT potential with 
space exchange. Thus a central AN potential with and without exchange is ruled out 
by the s.p. data. 

AN tensor force. This will make a nonlinear contribution in p to DA*. VAN 

will arise mostly from K and K* exchange, the associated range being quite small. 
Further, the K and K* contributions are of opposite sign giving a small net Vj[N. The 
short range implies predominantly quite high momentum components which are only 
slightly modified in nuclear matter. This results in only quite weakly p-dependent 
AA* correlations, or equivalently an effective central interaction ~ (V^y)2 which is 
only slightly more repulsive in nuclear matter than the free interaction. Thus, with a 
reasonable AN tensor force, the direct AN contribution DAN will be approximately 
linear with p, and the repulsive (nonlinear in p) contributions can be ascribed almost 
entirely to DANN + DAN, with only a small contribution from DAN. 

AN + dispersive ANN forces. To obtain an adequate fit to the s.p. energies and 
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Figure 6: The A binding D{p) and its components vs. p for an interaction with V0 = 
6.16, W — 0.01 MeV, Cp = 2 MeV, e = 0.34 for which the s.p. energies are shown in 
Fig. 4. Also shown is D(p) for only VAN (V0 = 5.18 MeV) with e = 0.88. 

to AHe the latter must be overbound by a AN potential (fit to the AN scattering) by 
3 MeV or more, since otherwise V^-^ (fitted to B^i^He)) is insufficiently repulsive 
for heavy HN. This insufficient repulsiveness cannot be compensated by a larger 
exchange parameter e (which would give a more repulsive D^N) since then m\/mA 

would be too small leading to a mediocre to poor fit for tA > 0 as depicted in Fig. 
4 for a situation where AHe is overbound by 2.5 MeV. In fact it is quite likely that 
AHe is even less overbound than this 1 2 in which case a purely dispersive ANN force 
is even more strongly excluded. 

AN + dispersive ANN + TPE ANAT forces. For such interactions we obtain ex
cellent fits to all the s.p. data as illustrated in Fig. 4. Figure 6 shows D(p) and its 
components vs.. p for one of these interactions. The depth D(p) has the characteristic 
saturation features needed for a fit to the s.p. data: DA = D(po) ~ 27 MeV required 
to fit BA for large A, and a maximum « 28 MeV at pmax ~ 0.14 fm~3. A combina
tion DANN + VAJjN permits a fit to the s.p. data and to AHe because the 2nANN 
correlations f$jfN in 5

AHe strongly reduce the repulsion due to V ^ ^ and can even 
give attraction, whereas this is not so for nuclear matter, i.e. for D. Thus a sizable 
VANN which gives a small repulsive or even attractive contribution in 5

AHe can give 
a large repulsive contribution in nuclear matter. This, together with the repulsion 
from VJWN (which is required for AHe if this is sufficiently overbound and for which 
there is no such dramatic change between A = 5 to A = oo) provides sufficient overall 
repulsion DA(po) « -30 MeV needed for the s.p. data. More generally it seems clear 
that what is required for our family of interactions is that the effect of correlations 
for V ^ ^ does not change too much with A, whereas for V^N the effect of f]^NN 



should depend quite strongly on A in such a way as to give relatively more attraction 
for small A. 

As an average for the interactions which fit the s.p. data we obtain e = 0.32 ±0.02 
and m*A(p)/mA = 0.72 ± 0.02, which implies an exchange contribution to DA of 
£>A j V « -12 MeV. For the ratio of the p to the s-state potentials we then obtain 
Vp/Va = 0.35 ± 0.05. For DA we obtain DA = 27 ± 1 MeV. 

2.5. Core Polarization for Medium and Heavy Hypernuclei 

We have extended our local density calculations of the s.p. BA to include polariza
tion by the A.? In view of the contribution of the rearrangement energy ER discussed 
in section 1, such estimates must be considered valid only for medium and heavy HN. 

As in 1.1 the total HN energy is assumed to be 
AE [p] = A~'E [p] + 6A [p], (42) 

where p is the density of the core nucleus and [p] emphasizes the functional dependence 
on p; eA = —BA is the s.p. energy as obtained in 2.3, and A~lE is the core energy. We 
now consider p{r) ~ [1 + e-i.T-R)l^-1 as a variational trial density dependent on radius 
(R) and surface thickness (7) parameters. The core energy A~lE[p] is obtained as an 
integral of an energy density e(p) + C{Vp)2jp plus the Coulomb energy and a fixed 
asymmetry term. The gradient team represents finite-range effects of the nuclear 
forces and is required to obtain a nuclear surface of finite width. The energy per 
particle e(p)/p is chosen to give the correct saturation values (-16 MeV at po = 0.165 
fm - 3 ) and involves the incompressibility constant K and two additional parameters. 
These and C (for given K = 200 and 300 MeV) are chosen to fit the experimental 
nuclear binding energies by calculating the minimum of A~1E[p] —A~l E(R,t) for 
any given set of parameters in the energy density and then choosing that set which 
gives the best fit to the experimental energies. We obtain an excellent fit A_1E to 
these experimental energies for corresponding densities A~lp which give quite good 
agreement with the empirical densities. 

To obtain the total HN energy we calculate eA[p] = — BA as discussed in 2.3, but 
now for the trial core density p rather than for the fixed empirical electron-scattering 
density. The trial density is then varied to give the minimum of the total energy 
AE[p] for our best fit parameters for the nuclear energy density. This minimization 
gives a changed density A~lp and core energy A~1E appropriate for the HN. The 
core polarization energy 6E = A~lE — A~lE is also the energy by which the total 
HN energy is bounded due to core polarization. 

Core polarization results. Both the polarization energy 8E and the change in rms 
radius 8 <r2 > 1 / ' 2 decrease in magnitude with A and for larger K, and are generally 
quite small. For a AN potential only, Fig. 6, shows that D§N increases with p (this 
corresponds to the decrease of eA with R discussed in section 1.1). In this case the A 
binding prefers larger p and hence a smaller core radius, i.e. one expects 8 < r2 >1^2 

to decrease due to the presence of the A (quite similar to the discussion of 1.1). The 
response of the core nucleus to the A is determined roughly by AK (which is effectively 
the coefficient of the quadratic term ~ (p — p 0 ) 2 in e(p)/p) and thus the polarizing 
effect of the A is approximately proportional to (KA)~a with a ~ 1. Numerically we 
obtain (for a AN force only): SE « 0.12 MeV {A = 50), 0.06 MeV (A = 150) for 
K — 200 MeV. With ANN forces the situation is qualitatively changed since D(p) 



now has a maximum at pmax not very different from the saturation density p 0 . In 
fact for the D(p) of Fig. 6 (with pmax ~ 0.15 fm~3 < p 0) we obtain a small expansion 
of the core-nucleus surface. The "driving force" due to the A is now much less than 
for DQN because of the much smaller variation of D with p near p0. Numerically we 
now obtain 6E « 0.05 MeV (A = 50), 0.02 MeV (A = 150) for K = 200 MeV, much 
smaller than for DQN; as expected 6E is smaller for larger K, e.g. 6E ss 0.03 MeV 
{A = 50) for K = 300 MeV. 

We conclude that polarization effects are small and can generally be neglected, 
especially for a "saturating" D(p) which is required to fit the s.p. energies. 
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